. It has a single coinrol
Optimal Synthesis
Gireii a reversible function, we want, to find a network realization composed of Toffoli and Fredkin gates. Synthesis methods for Toffoli gat,e networks have been proposed in [l] , [4] . [SIl [i] . Table 1 : Xuniher of reversible functions using a specified number of gaaes for n = 3. Table 2 .
Step 0 . The output pastern correspoiiding t o the. (Table   2 . S1) to show the nex out.put patt,eni.
Step Step '2. The nest. input pattern, (0.1.0) does not niatcli tlie correspondent out,put, pattern ( 1 . 1 . 1 ) (Table2. S2). ApplythegaresTOF(6:c).
TOF(6: n ) to make the match.
.4ppl>: T O F ( a : c ) and O R E ( c a . 6 ) to
-match the output patcern (1.0.0) of Table 2 . S2
St,ep 4. Use T O F ( n : c ) and T O F ( a : 6 j to bring
Step 3.
to the desired input pattern (0. I . 1).
( I 1 1 . l ) ( T a b i e 2 .
S4) aotheform (1,O.O).
Step 5. Finally. use FRE(a:b.c 
) to transform
Steps 6 . i are empry since tlie output completely
matches the input (Table 2 . S 6 ) . Table 2 : Basic approach synthesis.
The resulting circuit has 12 gates as opposed to 17 for the naive approach with Toffoli gates only. The circuit is illustrated in Fig. l Esnmplt ?. Use the bidirectional algorithm to build a circuit. for 3.1i.yla.
Step 0. \Ve can match the out,put pattern (1.1.1) with the input, pattern ( 0 . Step 3. The t,wo gates F R E ( 6 : U . e) assigned at tlie beginning of t,lie network and T O F ( 6 , c: a ) a t the end are doing absolutely the same change and both bring target pattern (1.1. 1) of Table   3 . S3 to the desired form (0.1.1). \Ve choose FRE(6: a , e).
Step 1. Pat,t,ern (1.1.0) can be brought to the form (1.0.0) by using tlie gate T O F ( n : a) at, tlie end of the cascade.
St,ep 5 . Gate FREja: b . c ) assigned to the end of the cascade or to tlie beginning of cascade makes the same change --it, brings ( 1 , 1 , O ) to the desired form (1.0, 1). Since this is tlie last step (column SF matches the input column exactly). the gate chosen can be viewed as either arising from the input or the output side since for any circuit the last element of the part built from its beginning is the first element of the cascade part built froni its Table 3 : Bidirect,ioiial synthesis.
end. In other words. the two parts of the cascade meet at gate F R E ( u : 6. c).
Steps 6 . i are empty
The cascade consist,s of 7 gates. and the circuit, is shown in Figure l ( b ) .
A template siniplificat.ion tool iras inaroduced in [GI, since the net.work created b! : the algorithm is usually not opt,imal. TIie idea of a template is to replace a sequence of gates with an equivalent shorter sequence.
Further, we extend the template simplificat~ion tool t,o include Fredkiii gates. Let a size m template be a sequence of 711 gates (CO GI ... G,,,-l) which realizes the identity funct,ion .4ny template of size 711 must, be independent o f t e nplates of smaller size, i.e. for a given template size m no application of any set, of templates of smaller size can decrease the number of its elements. Application of the t,emplate Go C 1 ... G,,,-I is one of the following two operations:
The templat,e definition is taken from [6].
Forward application
A piece of net,rvork that, mat,ches the sequence of gates Gi G(,+I 
Backward application.
A piece of network that matches the sequence of gates Gi reinplates we use t,he following t,wo rules. 
Experimental Results
IVe d e d o p e d a program that runs R version of the algorithni (bidirectional wirh input reductioii and permutations) aiid uses the template tool. At this point. our prograni uses the 8 four gat,e templates shomn i n Figure 2 . The size 5 template is not, used by our program and we believe that, when we incorporate it, there will he a further reduction in the network size. Aiother reduction that call be easilx done is based on the fact that, if the two functions. f and f-' hare networks of a different size. one can create a network for f bl; applying the gates for f-' in reverse order.
Even though several simplification operations have not been realized yet. tlie results frorn our prograni are snrprisingl?. close t,o the optimal (for n = 3).
To suiiiinarize the results. we created a -.- Table 4 Results the weighted average of optimal synthesis for NOT, CNOT, and Toffoli (column WCT).
